Vivace 010 Brochure
Vivace 010 is in a great location. It’s a 2 minute walk into the village for bars, supermarkets,
restaurants etc but enjoys the benefits of a peaceful setting.

The Vivace building is in the group of cylindrical buildings called Les Ruches and apartment
010 is on the ground floor. This means you can walk out of your apartment door across the
foyer and straight onto the piste.

Click on the
link to the video below to see the position of Le Vivace in relation to the Village and the
piste.
https://www.dropbox.com/s/bnwbretrs2vuox3/WP_20150128_16_10_01_Pro.mp4?dl=0

The windows look out towards
the Dents du Midi and overlook
the Express du Tour ski lift which
takes you towards Lindarets and
access to Chatel. Over to the
right is the French Swiss border
and the famous Swiss Wall.

The apartment is equipped with a large double sofa bed and two single chair beds.

Quilts and pillows are stored beneath
each of the beds. We have a great linen service who will deliver and collect bedding and
towels at the beginning and end of your stay for a small charge if you wish to take
advantage of it.

There is an extending table with 3 chairs and a further 2 chairs stored in the wardrobe

space.

The apartment has a small
kitchen area, with two hobs with
extractor fan and a stainless steel
sink and a fridge. There is an
electric kettle and a small electric
‘oven/grill’.

Ample crockery and cutlery is
provided along with pans a small
fondue set and plenty of wine
glasses.

The wardrobe has shelves and hanging space for your clothes and a high shelf for storing
small suitcases.
Just inside the door is a set of hooks for storing skis with a rack and tray beneath it which is
great for ski boots.

There is a tv/dvd and a radio/cd player with a connector for ipods/ iphones. The apartment
has free wi fi ( unfortunately the server will not support the downloading of music or films).

The password for wifi access is 79345d871ca5d68e7e61a0a0ae
a nice easy one to remember – probably best to copy and paste.

The apartment’s toilet and
bathroom are separate which is
ideal for groups. The bathroom
has a good deep bath with an
overhead shower and sliding
glass shower screen. There is a
mirrored cabinet and a storage
unit for toiletries etc.

The taps for the hot and cold water
supply are found behind a panel
above the toilet.

The Le Vivace building is a very short walk to the centre of the village for shopping, bars and
restaurants. The closest bar to the building is La Cabane which is just around the corner to
the left of the building but there are plenty of further options in the village.

There is also a cinema and the newest addition to Avoriaz is a swimming and pool complex
called Aquariaz which has an outdoor Jacuzzi and decked area overlooking the Morzine
valley.

